
FT-2900 Mobile Radio Basics 

 

Abbreviations: 

PS Press Short  Press the key or button and release it quickly 

PL Press Long  Press the key or button and hold it down for at least one second before releasing it. 

PH Press & Hold  Press the key or button and hold it down while you perform the next step 

RD Rotate  Dial  Rotate the large diameter dial (far right) OR press the UP or DWN (on the top of the mic) 

TX Transmit Allows you to transmit your signal to other radios.  (talk) 

RX Receive  Allows you to receive signals from other radios.  (listen) 

PTT Press To Talk Pushing it allows you to talk to others. (located on the left side of the mic) 

 

Turn radio ON or OFF:    PL PWR button (round orange button on the far left)  pg 10 

Adjust the RX volume:    Rotate the VOL control (the small diameter knob at the far left)  pg 14 

Adjust the squelch level: Rotate the SQL control (the small diameter knob next to the volume knob). pg 14 

Disable the squelch Rotate the SQL control to full counter clockwise pg 14   OR   PH P1 on the MIC pg 12 

Set TX power level:    PS LOW, repeat (settings: [Low 1 = 5W],  [Low 2 = 10W],  [Low 3 = 30W],  [High 75w]) pg 16 

    Always use the lowest power setting to conserve batteries and minimize interference with others . 

TX / Transmit / Talk: PH PTT button to transmit, release PTT when you are finished talking and ready to receive  pg12 

    Hold the mic close and speak directly into the 3 small MIC holes towards the top.  pg12 

Lock the mic buttons: Slide the lock switch on the side of the MIC back and forth to lock and unlock the buttons  pg 12 

Lock Feature:  PH /L button, to Lock or Unlock various programmable features,  see item # 26 on pg  18 

Weather channel  PS P4 button on the MIC for on and off  pg 12 

Turn Internet ON/OFF PS  button for ON and OFF, (the word Int is visible on the display when it’s ON)  pg 54  

You need to know how to turn off the Wires/Internet feature. When it’s on, A beep will precede 

your words, and the first part of your transmissions  will be cut off.  

 

Enable VFO Mode PS D/MR repeatedly until VFO is visible on the display   pg11 

Select a VFO frequency: In VFO Mode, RD to desired frequency     OR    enter digits on MIC pg 15 

Scan VFO frequencies In VFO mode, PL UP on the top of the mic to scan upward,   OR  DWN to scan downward  pg 15 

Stop scan, VFO or Mem. PS UP or DWN key    OR    PS PTT (will not transmit)  pg 15 (for VFO or memory mode) 

 

Enable Memory Mode PS D/MR repeatedly until MR appears on the LCD  pg 11 

Tune to memory channel In memory mode, RD  OR  key in the 1,2 or 3 digit channel number, PS # on the MIC  pg 36 

Scan memory channels In Memory mode, PL UP on the mic to scan upward,   OR  DWN to scan downward  pg 14 

Save a memory channel PL D/MR button (saves in next unused channel or RD to change channel) PS D/MR button,  pg 34 

Change memory settings PL D/MR button, RD to channel number that is being changed, PS D/MR  pg 34 

Delete a memory channel In Memory Mode, PL D/MR button, RD to channel number to be deleted, PS LOW button  pg 40 

 

Repeater settings:  To access a repeater, these 3 settings must be set to match the specific repeater you want to use. 

1. Set reptr. frequency Done in VFO mode or in memory mode from an existing channel (see procedures above) pg 11 

2. Turn on the TONE PL MHz, RD to 49, PS MHz, RD to TONE, PL MHz (causes the CTCSS tone to TX) pg 23  

   Optional: After turning on the tone, PS MHz instead of PL MHz as a shortcut to the CTCSS tone.   

3. Select a CTCSS tone. PL MHz, RD to 52, PS MHz, RD to CTCSS tone number, PL MHz (tone opens the repeater) pg 23 

 

Manual repeater shift. To monitor a repeater’s RX frequency, PS REV,   to return to the repeater’s TX freq. PS REV pg 11  

    If you hear the person you are talking to when you PS REV, you may be able to switch to Simplex 

 

Set (Menu) Mode  Used to configure 59 miscellaneous parameter / item settings  pg 70. Parameters / items  pg 70-83 

To change one setting: PL MHz button, RD to select item # (1-59), PS MHz, RD to choose value, PL MHz to exit and save. 

Change 2 or more  Same as above but instead of exiting by PL MHz button, PS MHz, RD to new item #, PS MHz, RD 

to new value (1-59), PL MHz button to exit or PS MHz button to select another item # to change. 

  

Useful parameters by Item number:  

1    APO:  Automatic power off after:      30 min., 1 hour, 3 hours, 5 hours or 8 hours or OFF  pg 74 

6    BEEP:   Enables / disables the key beeper (ON or OFF)  pg 74 

13  DC VLT Indicates the DC supply voltage pg 75 

16  DIMMER: Front panel display illumination level      OFF and  1 to 10   (Dim to Bright)  pg 76 

26  LOCK: Selects the control  locking lockout combinations pg 77 

41  RESUME Scan res. (BUSY: resumes if signal drops, HOLD: stays  if signal drops, TIME: res. in 3-10 sec.)  pg 80 

49  SQL. TYP Selects the tone encoder and / or decoder mode.  (TONE for repeaters   /   OFF for Simplex) pg 81 

52  TN FREQ Sets the CTCSS tone frequency (used with repeaters) also, see repeater steps above. pg 82 
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